Veterinary Student Oath

As a veterinary student in the WIMU Regional Program in Veterinary Medicine, I promise to work conscientiously to develop my scientific and medical knowledge and skills for the benefit of society through the protection of animal health, the relief of animal suffering, the conservation of animal resources, the promotion of public health, and the advancement of medical knowledge.

Throughout my time here as a student, I will conduct myself with dignity and professionalism, and in keeping with the principles of veterinary medical ethics.

I accept as a lifelong obligation the continual improvement of my professional knowledge and competence.
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Class of 2024

Morgan Julaine Abrams
Cordelia Arabella
Alexander-Leeder
Emily Mei Austin
Julia Renee Bagshaw
Lindsay Nicole Bailey
Victoria Hope Bamer-Garner
Tawney Willa Barfuss
Sarah Ashley Bayles
Mataya Beal
Sarah Elisabeth Beebe
Casey Ellis Bekinski
Kevin Berry
Megan Elizabeth Biggs
Randa Elizabeth Boler
Jessica Kaitlyn Border
Clint Benjamin Bradbeer
Alexandria Bronson
Ashley Brown
Arianna Kween Calvin
Ty Bradley Carpenter
Parker Matthew Cendejas
Colter Thomas Christian
Rachel Claus-Walker
Delaney Barbara Clem
Henry Walter Clinger
Elia Mariam Cowan de Wolf
Katy Cui
Chad Michael Dardis
Siyou Ding
Britt J. Dixon
Jennifer Haley Doles
Margaret Downer
Courtney Lee Durfee
Lily Elder
Nadine Gonzales Encarnacion
Stephanie Erdesz
Reanne Elizabeth Erickson
Logan David Esplin
Brooke Heather Fairbanks
Carolyn Diana Fisher
Matthew David Folland
Cassidy Ariana Freyman
Natalie Godinez
Hannah Grant
Allison Mae Groff
Aiyana Christian Groner
Matthis Grupe
Greta Kay Gustafson
Luis Mauricio Gutierrez
Ye Ji (Emily) Han
Jessica Dawn Wilson Hanaumi
Codee Harris
Sara Elizabeth Heine
Holly Rose Hinnant
Katherine Lynn Hoch
Kendra Danielle Hollar
Nicole Mary Hoorie
Brittini Huffman
Tucker Ron Hurd
Frederick Kenneth Johnson
Brandon Dale Jones
Jo Karr
Sarah Kenyon
Joshua Youngjae Kim
Morgan King
Georgiana Emile Kostov
Jillian Lake
Jessica Lee
Michaelina Anne Leithad
Michaela Noel Lemons
Travis Lenssen
Kelly Liebert
Thomas Anthony Lindgren
Emma Pearl Loney
Reid James Lutz
Heather Elizabeth Lynn
Cimmeron Jace Madrid
Jacob Malek
Riley Marie Mast
Clara Jean Maxam
Carol Grace Maxwell Majors
Kendra Michelle McLain
Claire Marie Merchant
Bryan Harry Mitchell
Haley Gray Cross Momany
Grace Kathleen Montgomery
Garrett William Musmann
Maria Nguyen
Lindsay Marissa Noggles
Meghan A. Nyquist
Elise Marie Osmek
Chase William Pachner
Elijah Paros
Kayla Pederson
Emma Lorentzen Phinney
Matthew Michael Rafferty
Madison Rhae Rawls
Olivia Riblett
Haily Rose Sacccone
Molly Kathleen Satterwhite
Taylor Nicolle Schmerbauch
Ashley Schmitt
Tiffany Taylor Schroeder
Stephanie Ku’uhaloaonaka’ie’ie Scoville
Taylor Lynn Selin
Lynn Tenille Short
Caroline Sirr
Max Alexander Silver
Agata Skarbek
Sarah Smith
Meagan Reneae Soehn
Nicole Sorensen
Liza Zenger Sperry
Claire Elizabeth Stein
Samantha Raye Sweigard
Macie Tanaka
Janelle Kathryn Thomas
Lindsay Alexandra Torpey
Katherine Nicole Trepanier
Madison Marie Tripp
Mara Trolle
Mikkel G. Turley
Brynne Udy
Angela Marie Vranken
Tyeisha Marie Watters
Tanya Marie Weber
J. Winston Weigand
Mariko Rei White
Victoria R. Whitworth
Cassidy Renee Wiley
Shelby Cruzan Williams
Sarah Marie Winkler
Katherine Claire Wishon
Jordan Woodbury
Ashley Anne Wright
Jessica Midori Yamauchi
Cody Francis Yeik
Elvira Zaripova